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For energies E i 100 MeV/u, the total deposited specific energy, , is in principle known with a good accuracy. When the density of the heated sample, ρ 0 , remains unchanged, the thermodynamic state of matter after irradiation is completely defined by and ρ 0 . In this case any measured physical quantity is determined as a function of this well defined thermodynamic state.
The governing parameter for volumetric heating of matter is the specific energy deposition. For our analysis a specific energy of 130 kJ/g deposited in solid hydrogen was chosen. According to the SESEAME equation of state, this corresponds to a temperature of about 0.6 eV (warm dense matter regime), if the beam energy is fully converted into internal energy. A corresponding SIS-18 beam would consist of 8 × 10 10 uranium ions of 200 MeV/u focused to a beam spot radius r b =350 µm (standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution).
The choice of materials for our target is dictated primarily by the proposed method of diagnostics, which is based on the measurement of the spectral and angular distributions of x-rays scattered by the heated sample [1] . At GSI, a time-resolved x-ray backlighter (collimated or focused) can be driven by the Phelix laser. However, with probe x-rays in the keV range, we are restricted to targets consisting of low-Z elements. It is very advantageous to have a homogeneous density distribution in the target volume for diagnostics and interpretation of the scattering data. The simplest target for quasi-isochoric experiments would be a bare sample of hydrogen, with a radius R H r b , if density would stay constant at least at the part of the sample. For a rectangular spatial profile of the beam current, the density in the center of the heated region remains constant until the rarefaction wave arrives. For a Gaussian profile, when the the second space derivative of the pressure near the axis is not zero, the density begins to drop before the rarefaction wave reaches the target center.
The adverse effects of the hydrodynamic expansion can be reduced by introducing an appropriate tamper, adjacent to the hydrogen. To achieve confinement with a low-Z material, transparent for keV x-rays, the tamper has to be 00 00 heated by the wings of the ion beam to produce confining pressure on the main target material (see Fig.1 ). It is beneficial to use a tamper material with large sublimation energy to delay the beginning of hydrodynamic motion of the tamper. First simulations, using the BIG-2 code [2] , have shown, that the tamper density should lie below the density of graphite. As an appropriate material, carbon phenolic was chosen, which has a density of 1.5 g/cm 3 at normal conditions. The overall target behavior is shown in Fig.2 . Initially, the hydrogen density begins to decrease on the target axis due to the Gaussian heating profile. The pressure in the tamper is higher than in the hydrogen core. The tamper moves inward and launches a weak shock wave. Later on, as the density in the tamper drops, the pressure in the tamper decreases and the motion of the boundary stalls. The reflected shock wave is running outward. At later times the increasing pressure in the core pushes the C/H interface back into it's initial position. At the end of the beam, our simulation shows the practically uniform density distribution along the radius, as required for diagnostics. In Fig.3 , the time evolution of the mean hydrogen density, averaged over the radius is shown. The tamper thickness can be optimized to yield smallest density variation during beam heating (∆R C = 50 µm) or initial denisty at the bunch end (∆R C = 60 µm).
